
Subject: Re: Proposal: Programming Seminar
Posted by Elisabetta Prencipe on Mon, 14 May 2007 18:14:37 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi Sebastian!

>Hi Elisabetta!

>Elisabetta wrote:
>> a similar kind of proposal was risen up in one of the last vrvs meetings
>> and in Genova, concerning specific subjects/topics especially on that
>> thing called "tracking" "design", as there are clear problems as you can
>> see.
> The final decision is that if people require those specific kind of
>> meetings, they are welcome! None until now did that.
>> The main goal of the PandaRoot Computing Workshop is that, too: tutorials
>> in order to put everyone in conditions to use/develop tools

>Cool! So you would be interested in such a thing?

Yes. I agree!

>Just a detail: I do not know if I understand you correctly. Are you saying we should have
>general topics like "c++ design" in the seminar and use the >"computing
>workshop" for tutorials like: "How to use the framework"?

Yes.
Tutorials should be interactive. So it's important that people take actively part on those. Part of
the Computing Software Workshops in Panda should be dedicated (for sure! until now it
happened, as I saw) to do [also] tutorials in the sense that to give common bases for
programming can help to avoid misunderstandings. vrvs seminars in my opinion can give this
common base. After a good tutorial, users should be able to apply what they learnt.
 
Are you the first volunteer for one of these vrvs seminars? 

Cheers, Elisabetta

>I will prepare a section on the wiki where we can brainstorm >topics for
>the seminar.

>If people do not want to take part in the Seminar they need not. >It is not

>supposed to be a forum for software related decisions. It is >only meant
>for education.
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